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 The leading causes of death in both developed and developing countries 

are cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and cancer. The importance of 

doxorubicin, as a potent antitumor antibiotic and induce 

cardiocytotoxicity was studied. It is commonly used against ovarian, 

breast, lung, uterine and cervical cancers, soft tissue and primary bone 

sarcomas. Omega-3 fatty acids are regarded as immune-nutrients and are 

commonly utilized in the nutritional therapy of cancer patients. 

According to our knowledge there is no study linked the effects of 

Omega-3 on the immune markers level among DOX-induce 

cardiotoxicity, Therefore, goals of this study was to assess the potential 

protective effects of Omega-3 fatty acids on cardiotoxicity caused by 

DOX by measuring T(cTn- T) and some immune biomarkers include 

CCL23,CCL27,MIF in rats model using Eliza technique. The rats were 

divided into five equal groups. Group 1 got no treatment, group 2 

received doxorubicin single toxic dose 20mg/kg IP, and groups 3,4,5 

received doxorubicin toxic dose 20mg/kg IP following pretreatment with 

Omg-3 at different doses (100m, 200, 400 g/kg /day p.o) for 4 weeks, 

respectively. At the end of the experiment, blood samples were collected 

from the heart for measurement of plasma levels of cardiac troponin T 

(cTn- T) and serum levels of immune-biomarker (CCL23,CCL27,MIF) 

using the ELIZA technique, and the apical side of the heart was fixed in 

10% formalin for histological examination. In comparison to the control 

group, pretreated Omg-3 groups with doses showed a highly significant 

reduction in the mean of the concentration of markers include cTn-

T,CCL23,CCL27, MIF with p <0.001, while  they showed  significantly 

elevated mean in DOX alone group (P≤0.01). The histopathology results 

showed that groups pretreated with Omg-3 reduced the myocytes 

necrosis and granulation tissues with mild signs of sarcoplasmic 

vacuolization and inflammation regarding to the doses dependent effect. 

The results of the present study revealed that Omg-3 have been shown to 

decrease doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity and showed a valuable 

cardioprotection effect through suppression of some immune-biomarkers 

and change the histopathological features of cardiomyocytes. 
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1. Introduction 

Cardiotoxicity defined as any cardiovascular complication resulting from taking cancer therapy. Cardiac 

dysfunction associated with anticancer medication (defined as a decline in LVEF > 10% from baseline to a 

final LVEF below the lower limit of 53%), the clinical definition are the same as those employed in the 

general population [1]. There are two categories of cardiotoxicity based on whether or not the damage is 

reversible, which refers to the ability of cells or organs to resume their normal functions after exposure to a 

toxic substance. As a result, the cumulative dosage that induces myocardial cell death in type I 

cardiotoxicity is deemed irreversible [2]. Anthracyclines, which are first-line chemotherapeutic agents that 

effectively cure a number of many cancers particularly hazardous to the cardiovascular system. 

Daunorubicin, doxorubicin (DOXO), epirubicin, idarubicin, mitoxantrone, and valrubicin are anthracycline 

chemotherapy drugs [3]. It is believed that DOX compound, in addition to other anthracyclines, is the 

primary offender responsible for causing harmful effects on the cardiovascular system [4]. 

 

Numerous variables make the heart prone to DOX side effects include:- 

a-DOX forms complexes with cardiolipin, a component of the mitochondrial inner membrane [5] and heart 

cells have more mitochondria per unit volume than other tissues [6]. b-The heart's toxicity /caused along to 

DOX is exacerbated by insufficient antioxidant defenses. Mitochondrial complex I's heart-specific NADH 

dehydrogenase can activate DOX redox cycling and increase ROS generation [7]. c-This increases the 

heart's sensitivity due to cardiomyocytes being post-mitotic cells, DOX-induced heart damage is difficult to 

recover [8], [9]. 

 

Cardiac Troponin T (cTn-T),Troponin, such as tropomyosin and actin, not found in healthy people, thus 

cTn-T is an efficient tissue-specific biomarker for myocardial damage. It aids in describing the 

pathophysiology of cardiac failure and support the stratification of risk [10]. The cTn-T is a precise and 

sensitive marker of injury in the myocyte that has considerably improved the diagnosis, risk assessment, 

and management of patients with acute coronary syndromes, Troponin elevation indicates cardiac damage 

[11]. According to the findings of a new study, inflammation and immunology play crucial roles in the early 

subclinical response to DOX-based chemotherapy. It's likely that immunologically sensitive patients' 

cardiomyocytes are more vulnerable to DOX-induced damage. Because they have been associated to higher 

individual sensitivity to DOX cardiotoxic effects in breast cancer patients [12], these immunologic 

signatures may be useful prognostic biomarkers of cardiotoxicity. As a result, blood levels of inflammatory 

molecules (such as CC chemokines) have been explored as diagnostic or prognostic indicators [13], and 

some of these biomarkers associated to cardiotoxicity will be discussed more below. 

 

CCL23, also known as MPIF-1 and macrophage inflammatory protein 3, is a relatively recent chemokine. 

CCL23 is a strong chemoattractant for monocytes, its CC chemokine principally activates the 

transmembrane receptor CCR1, making it a ligand for the chemokine receptor CCR1. It has been 

demonstrated to work as a chemotactic factor for monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, and lymphocytes 

[14], [15]. In numerous research, it was discovered that CCL23 was up-regulated in conditions like 

atherosclerosis, systemic sclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis [16- 18], Recently, novel, sensitive blood 

biomarkers for ischemic stroke were taken into consideration (diagnosis, prognosis and therapy) [13], good 

predictive biomarker in DOX –induced heart cytotoxicity [12]. CCL27 is a tiny cytokine that is linked to 

memory T cell homing to inflammatory sites [19], [20]. CCL27 also called (ESkine, ALP, ILC, or CTACK) 

is a chemokine predominantly expressed by skin keratinocytes, The majority of skin-resident lymphocytes, 
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including T cells and innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), and express CCR10, the only known receptor for 

CCL27 [21- 23]. MIF (macrophage migration inhibitory factor) is a pleiotropic cytokine that affects a wide 

range of inflammatory responses [24]. MIF is a proinflammatory cytokine that has a role in innate immune 

responses as well as a modulator of acute and chronic inflammatory reactions [24]. It plays a vital role in 

promoting inflammatory responses including the chemo-attractive effect on immune cells, the production of 

proinflammatory cytokines and stress molecules, antagonizing the immunosuppressive effect of 

glucocorticoids [26- 28]. Therefore, MIF plays a role in the pathophysiology of many immunological and 

autoinflammatory illnesses, including atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease [29- 31]. It also helps to 

maintain cardiac homeostasis during stressful situations [32]. Previous research has showed it to be higher 

in patients with myocardial infarction, atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, sepsis, malignancy, and 

portopulmonary hypertension [33- 35]. Omega-3 fatty acids are a class of polyunsaturated fatty acids 

having numerous double bonds, the first of which is on the third carbon of the chain counting from the 

methyl end [36]. Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), both with 20 and 22 

carbons, are the two most common long-chain omega-3 fatty acids. Eating seafood is the main source of 

EPA and DHA. There has been a lot of interest in the mechanism by which omega-3 fatty cids, especially 

EPA and DHA, exert their cardioprotective activity. A great deal of attention has been focused to the 

potential alteration of significant cardiovascular risk factors. High blood pressure, high serum triglycerides, 

low HDL-cholesterol, greater postprandial lipaemia, endothelial dysfunction, cardiac arrhythmia, heart rate 

and heart rate variability, as well as a proclivity for thrombosis and inflammation, are among the risk factors 

[37]. In terms of the function of the vascular endothelium, it has been proven that EPA and DHA can 

increase flow-mediated dilatation (146, 147) as well as arterial compliance [38]. 

 

omega-3 fatty acids are regarded as immune-nutrients and are commonly utilized in the nutritional therapy 

of cancer patients. According to our knowledge there is no study linked the effects of Omega-3 on the 

immune markers level among DOX-induce cardiotoxicity, Therefore, goals of this study was to assess the 

potential protective effects of pretreatment with Omega-3 fatty acids on cardiotoxicity caused by DOX and 

measuring biomarkers include cTn-T, CCL23,CCL27,MIF in rats model induction with DOX after 

treatment with Omega-3 using Eliza technique. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

2.1 Animals and Experimental Design 

Adult female Wistar albino rats weighing (200±20) g and aged 16 weeks old were used in this study. The 

animals were obtained from College of pharmacy/ Mustansiriyah university by Animal Care and Research 

Unit (Baghdad, Iraq). The Animals were kept under standardized chow and tap water and libitum with 

Lighting controls light on 8 a.m. and off 8 p.m, light/ dark cycle, temperature (22 ± 5C) and were Humidity 

between 50-55%. This study was taken the approval of the ethical committee in the College of pharmacy/ 

Mustansiriyah University. 

 

2.2 Study Design 

Thirty Albino- Wistar Rats were allocated randomly into five groups each consisting of 6 animals. as 

follows: 

-Groups I: received distilled water alone 

-Groups II: received a single dosage of DOX (20 mg/kg)  

-Groups III: received OMG3 (100 mg/kg/day) for 4 wks, orally with gavage 

-Groups IV: received OMG3 (200 mg/kg/day) for 4 wks, orally with gavage 

-Groups V: received OMG3 (400 mg/kg/day) for 4 wks, orally with gavage 
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24hr. after the last doses of OMG, each rat of groups III, IV, V were given a single intraperotoneal injection 

of DOX (20 mg/kg). Cardiotoxicity was induced by administering DOX i.p. in a dose of 20mg/kg as a 

single dose to all research groups in order to induce acute cardiotoxicity. 

 

2.3 Sample Collection and Preparation 

After two days of DOX administration (48 hours), 4ml of blood was obtained from each rat through heart 

puncture and sedated with ketamine-xylazine 50 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine intraperitoneally. 

The following samples were collected and subjected to various analyses: 

1-A approximately 3ml from blood placed into plan tubes and centrifuged at 3000x for 15 minutes to 

separate serum. The serum stored at -80°C for ELISA analysis. 

2- Then hearts of all rats were quickly separated, washed with normal salin, dried, and placed in containers 

with 10% formalin for preservation for histological investigation (H&E). 

 

The assessment of serum biomarkers (cTn-T,MIP,CCL23,CCL27) done by biotin double antibody 

sandwich Enzyme-Linked Immune Sorbent Assay (ELISA) technolog .The ELISA procedure was done 

according to the manufactures of each kit. 

 

2.4 Statistical analysis 

Statistical Analysis System- SAS (2012) program was used to detect the effect of difference factors in study 

parameters. Least significant difference –LSD test (Analysis of Variation-ANOVA) was used to significant 

compare between means. p value <0.05 was considered as significant difference. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 Effect of OMG3 on Plasma Cardiac Troponin T (cTn-T) Level 

The mean level of plasma troponin-t (cTn-T) of rats treated with Omg-3 groups (100, 200,400 mg/kg) for 4 

weeks and injected with DOX- showed descending decrease level (6.45 ±0.21, 5.38 ±0.29, 4.90 ±0.25 

pg/ml) respectively in a dose dependent manner. Groups (200,400 mg/kg) have significant reduction (p < 

0.01). However, cardiactoxicity has been observed after DOX intraperitoneal injection which has significant 

increase plasma cTn-T (7.97 ±0.27 pg/ml) compared to control group (4.41 ±0.28 pg/ml). The changes in 

plasma cTn-T levels are summarized in Table (1) and Figure (1). 

 

Table (1): Effect of omg-3 on serum Troponin-T level of DOX treated rats 

Group Mean ± SE of cTnt 

Control 4.41 ±0.28 c 

DOX 7.97 ±0.27 a 

100mg OMG 6.45 ±0.21 b 

200mg OMG 5.38 ±0.29 c 

400mg OMG 4.90 ±0.25 c 

LSD value 0.772 ** 

Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. 
** (P≤0.01). 
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Figure 1: Comparison mean level of troponin-t between all groups in the study 

 

3.2 Effect of Omg-3 on CCL23 Immune Marker 

The descriptive statistics for CCL23 marker concentration which is represented as mean ± SE was 

significantly elevated in DOX group (642.50 ±30.79 ng/ml, P≤0.01) in comparison with the control 

(278.81±23.40 ng/ml) and 100,200,400 mg Omg-3 groups (445.53 ±36.94, 494.20 ±42.20 and 411.86 

±30.84 ng/ml respectively; P > 0.05). Serum CCL23 concentration was not significantly difference within 

the same Omg-3 groups as shown in Table (2) and Figure (2). 

 

Table (2): Effect of Omg-3 on serum CCL23 level of DOX treated rats. 

Groups Mean ± SE of CCL23 

Control 278.81 ±23.40 b 

DOX 642.50 ±30.79 a 

100mg OMG 445.53 ±36.94 b 

200mg OMG 494.20 ±42.20 b 

400mg OMG 411.86 ±30.84 b 

LSD value 107.46 ** 

Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. ** 

(P≤0.01). 
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Figure 2: Comparison mean level of ccl23 between all groups in the study 

 

3.3 Effect of Omg-3 on CCL27 Immune Marker 

CCL27 immune marker mean level was illustrated in Table (3) and Figure (3). It significantly elevated in 

DOX group (211.88 ±21.85 ng/ml, P≤0.01) in comparison with the control (109.49 ±5.91 ng/ml) and in a 

dose dependent manner of 100,200,400/mg Omg-3 groups (187.58 ±32.70, 120.88 ±6.45, 115.98 ±5.41 

ng/ml respectively; P≤0.01). Serum CCL27 concentration was significantly reduce in pretreatment 

200,400mg Omg-3 groups versus DOX. 

 

Table 3: Effect of Omg-3 on serum CCL27 level of DOX treated rats group. 

Group Mean ± SE of CCL27 

Control 109.49 ±5.91 c 

DOX 211.88 ±21.85 a 

100mg OMG 187.58 ±32.70 a 

200mg OMG 120.88 ±6.45 b 

400mg OMG 115.98 ±5.41 b 

LSD value 59.327 ** 

Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. 
** (P≤0.01). 

 

 
Figure 3: The Comparison between the means of CCL27 marker in all study groups 

 

3.4 Effect of Omg-3 on MIF Immune Marker 

MIF immune marker level which is represented as mean ± SE was significantly elevated in rats DOX group 

(44.33 ±2.13 ng /ml) in comparison with the control (19.09 ±0.46 ng /ml) and 100,200,400mg Omg-3 rats 

groups (25.45 ±2.04, 21.19 ±0.63, 21.42 ±0.69 ng/ml respectively; (P ≤ 0.01). Serum MIF concentration 

levels was non-significantly differed within Omg-3 groups in a dose dependent manner. The changes in 

Serum MIF level are summarized in Table (4) and Figure (4). 

 

Table 4: Effect of Omg-3 on serum MIF level of DOX treated rats 

Group Mean ± SE of MIF 

Control 19.09 ±0.46 c 
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DOX 44.33 ±2.13 a 

100mg OMG 25.45 ±2.04 b 

200mg OMG 21.19 ±0.63 b 

400mg OMG 21.42 ±0.69 b 

LSD value 4.575 ** 

Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. 
** (P≤0.01). 

 

 
Figure 4: The Comparison between the means of MIF marker in all study groups 

 

Histophathological Changes of Rats Cardiac Tissue During Omg-3 Treatment and After DOX Induce 

Cardiotoxicity 

A-Control group (I): The control group of rats received D.W alone has normal cardiac myocyte displayed 

centrally located nuclei, scant collagen fibers between cardiac cells, and a normal myofibrillar morphology 

with no inflammatory cells, no hemorrhage, no ischemic area, no vaculation and normal striated of muscles, 

as shown in Figure (5). 

B-Acute DOX group(II): The cardiac muscle in the acute DOX rats group exhibited multiple destroyed 

cardiac muscles, nuclear alteration and other symptoms that led to cytoplasmic vacuoles, inflammatory cell 

infiltration mainly neutrophils cells, necrosis, and loss of striation of muscles, as shown in Figure (6). 

C-DOX+(100mg/kg) Omg-3 group (III): group showed small destroyed cardiac muscles, inflammatory 

cells infiltration mainly in pericardium, focus hemorrhage, focus of loss striated muscles and vaculation, as 

shown in Figure (7). 

D- DOX+ (200mg/kg) Omg-3 group (IV): group showed mild remission of histological results with lose of 

stratied muscles and mild sarcoplasmic vacuolization, hemorrhage area with low inflammatory cells as 

shown in figure (8). 

DOX+ (400mg/kg) Omg-3 group (V): showed remarkable improvement in the histopathological lesions. 

Heart tissue also showed normal cardiomyocytes with firm, symmetrically oriented myofibrils and mild 

signs of sarcoplasmic vacuolization and mild inflammation as shown in figure (9). 

 

Table 5: Effect of Omg-3 on cardiac tissue with pathological score in DOX-treated rats. 

Parameters Control DOX DOX+ 
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Cytoplasmic 
vacuolization 

- (++)-(+++) (+)-(++) + - 

Cardiac necrosis - +++ - - - 

Hemorraghe - +++ ++ + (-) – (+) 

inflammatory cells - (++)-(+++) ++ + + 

Striation - ++ ++ + - 

- (no changes), + (Mild), ++ (Moderate), +++ (sever). 

 

 
Figure (3.10): A and B Show section of normal cardiac muscles, no inflammation no necrosis, normal 

blood vessels and normal nuclei (HPF 10x); (40 HPF). 

 

  

 
Figure (3.11): A: Section of rat cardiac tissue in acute DOX group, showing hemorraghe area (black 

arrow), necrosis (blue arrow) under HPF 10x; B: showing hemorraghe area (black arrow), necrosis (blue 

arrow), loss of striation (brown arrow), vaculation (white arrow) under HPF 40x. 
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Figure (3.12): A: Section of rat cardiac tissue of DOX+(100mg/kg) Omega-3, showing loss of striated 

muscles (black arrow), hemorrhage (blue arrow) under HPF 10x; B: shows loss of striated muscles (red 

arrow), inflammation pericarditis (green arrow), cytoplasmic vaculation (white arrow) under HPF 40x. 

 

 
Figure (3-13): A: Section of rat cardiac tissue of DOX+(200mg/kg) Omega-3 showing area of hemorrage 

(blue arrow) inflammation (red arrow), loss of stratied muscles (black arrow), cytoplasmic vaculati] on 

(green arrow), HPF 40x; B: show loss of striated muscles (orang arrow), hemorrhage (black arrow), HPF 

10x. 
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Figure (3-12): Section of rat cardiac tissue of DOX+(400mg/kg) Omg-3 normal stratited cardiac muscles 

(black arrow) while (red arrow) normal blood vessels (H&E, 10x). B: mild inflammation, normal cardiac 

muscles [blue arrow], normal blood vessels [yellow arrow], no necrosis, no ischemia (H&E, 40x). 

 

4. Discussion 

The challenge in managing its cardiotoxicity is to find an agent that has cardioprotective properties while 

not interfering with its anticancer effectiveness. In this context, Omg-3 demonstrated some promising anti-

DOX-induced cardiotoxicity properties [39]. Omega 3 fatty acids found in fish and fish oils can help 

prevent coronary heart disease. Both health care providers and the general public are becoming more 

interested in their roles in the management and prevention of coronary heart disease [40]. As a result, we 

aimed to investigate the cardioprotective effects of Omg-3 in DOX-intoxicated rats, highlighting their 

capacity to control and inflammatory response. 

 

The results of this study showed that Omg-3 produced a dose dependant effect in reducing the level of cTn-

T. In the rat Dox group, the dose of 20 mg/kg resulted in a significantly higher level of cTn-T, but the 

different doses of 100, 200 and 400 mg/kg of Omg-3 pretreated rats and DOX resulted in a significantly low 

level of cTn-T when compared to the DOX alone group. 

 

Since cardiac Tn-T is undetectable in healthy individuals, it serves as an accurate tissue-specific biomarker 

for myocardial damage. It supports risk stratification and aids in the pathology of heart failure. Myocardial 

stresses such oxidative stress, inflammation, and neuro-hormonal activation, as well as severe ischemia, can 

also result in myocyte injury [41]. The authors support the idea that Omg-3 has significant cardioprotective 

effects on cardiac injury in animal model studies due to its anti-oxidant and anti-apoptotic activities as 

underlying mechanisms for this reported protective effect [39]. 

 

There is little known about the CCL23, CCL27, and MIF chemokines. No previous investigations, to the 

greatest of our knowledge, has described a significant association between CCL23, CCL27, and MIF with 

cardioprotective effect of Omg-3 in doxorubicin cardiotoxicity. Thus this study measuring the level of 

immune biomarkers (CCL23, CCL27, and MIF) for rats with acute Dox cardiotoxicity pretreated with 

Omg-3 in 3 different doses (100, 200, and 400 mg/kg) for 4 weeks. 

 

In this study, The level of serum CCL23 was significantly higher in the DOX group alone as compared to 
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the control group, however the concentration of CCL23 was significantly reduced in the DOX+Omg-

3(100,200,400 mg/kg) groups and there was no significant difference within these three groups. CCL27 The 

current study indicated that it was considerably higher in the DOX group compared to the control and 

100,200,400 mg/kg of pretreatment Omg-3 group, while it was significantly lower in the 200,400mg Omg-3 

groups vs the DOX group. It’s a chemokine associated with host defense mechanisms and inflammation. 

Increased CCL23 has been linked to coronary atherosclerosis [42], and Several studies have already 

reported an increase in cytokines and chemokines in acute Dox cardiotoxicity [43]. An increase level of 

plasma proinflammatory chemokine’s, such as CCL23, might be correlated with increased development the 

diseases [44]. 

 

One study found that CCL27 had increased levels in the doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity in breast cancer 

patients group before and after treatment with fold changes 1.5 and p = 0.008 [45]. Therefore CCL27 

considered as predictive biomarker in heart toxicity. Regarding to all these results where increased serum 

levels of CCL27 were found in inflammatory conditions suggested that CCL27 may play a role in the 

pathogenesis of inflammation. In our study we found that significantly elevated MIF in rats DOX group 

compared to the control and rats groups pretreated with Omg-3. Serum. MIF concentration levels was non-

significantly differed within Omg-3 groups in a dose dependent manner. MIF is a proinflammatory cytokine 

that participates in innate immune responses and modulates acute and chronic inflammatory reactions [46]. 

It helps to maintain heart homeostasis during times of stress. In prior studies, MIF was found to be 

increased in myocardial infarction, atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, sepsis, cancer, and portopulmonary 

hypertension diseases [47]. It's likely that an increase in MIF is an early protective response to potential 

heart damage, which eventually leads to the development of permanent cardiotoxicity. The finding that MIF 

plasma levels were greater in the abnormal patient group following DOX treatment suggests that this 

protein could be a biomarker of cardiotoxicity [48]. 

 

Investigate the anti-inflammatory effects of EPA and DHA. Several meta-analyses have found that they 

reduce blood concentrations of the acute phase protein C-reactive protein (CRP), as well as the pro-

inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor (TNF)- and interleukin (IL)-6 [49] although the effect may 

vary depending on the individual's health status. Furthermore, the presence of EPA and DHA in plasma or 

serum has been shown to diminish the amount of pro-inflammatory eicosanoids such as thromboxane B2 

and leukotriene B4 [50]. 

 

Recent research suggests that MIF may exert cardioprotective effects in DOX-induced cardiomyopathy, 

most likely via reducing autophagy and ATP availability in the heart [51]. Except for CCL23, CCL27, and 

MIF, all of the chemokines that were differently changed were less common in the abnormal group. 

Although the vast majority of these chemokines are thought of as being inflammatory or roinflammatory in 

general [13]. The real role that a chemokine plays can vary widely depending on a number of parameters 

such as the particular disease state, damage, pathophysiology, and so on. According to the findings of 

several studies, some cytokines and chemokines can act as both pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators. The 

level of the disease, the local concentration of a particular cytokine, and how that cytokine interacts with 

other cytokines all have a role in determining the actual biological function [52]. Our study found a 

significant difference in the chemokine profiles or 'immune signatures' in the cardiotoxicity in Dox group, 

Omg-3 groups versus normal group. This study's results indicate that inflammation and immune response 

play major roles in DOX- cardiotoxicity and the low level of these markers in our study explain the 

protective effect of Omeg-3 on heart tissue of rats after DOX administration. More experimental research is 

needed in these concerns. 
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4.1 Histopathological Effect of Omg-3 on cardiac tissue 

A histological examination was performed to compare the cardiac tissues of rats pretreatment with Omg-3 

fatty acids +DOX to those in the acute cardiotoxicity with DOX alone. Pathologists examined the H&E 

staining of myocardial tissue under a light microscope (10 and 40X HPF) and found that Omg-3 reduced 

necrosis and myocyte damage in a dose-dependent manner. This study shows the cardiac myocyte in 

control group is normal, showed centrally located nuclei, normal myofibrillar structure with striation, while 

the heart tissues of the group of rats who had acute cardiotoxicity induced by DOX alone caused severe 

myocyte damage, multifocal myocardia, cytoplasmic vacuoles, and necrosis with inflammatory alterations. 

However, groups treated with Omg-3 fatty acids groups (100, 200, 400 mg/kg) showed sever, moderate, 

and minimum myocytes necrosis with injury recovery, multifocal myocardia, respectively compared with 

exhibit regulated myocyte growth. These results were shown that, Omg-3 attenuate the necrosis in 

cardiomyocytes against DOX-induced cardiotoxcicty in a dose related effect. Omg-3 may have a 

cardioprotective impact, although the particular mechanisms by which it does so are still not entirely 

known. Omg-3 PUFAs can be integrated into the phospholipid bilayer of cell membranes, which can have 

an impact on membrane fluidity, the creation of lipid microdomains, and membrane signaling [53]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The results of the present study revealed that Omg-3 have been shown to decrease doxorubicin-induced 

cardiotoxicity and showed a valuable cardioprotection effect through suppression of some immune-

biomarkers and change the histopathological features of cardiomyocytes 
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